December 29, 2008

Special Report: Glade Reservoir proposal and the Poudre River

The proposed Glade Reservoir northwest of Fort Collins has sparked a debate between those who say the project will decimate the Poudre River and those who say it’s necessary water storage for drought and growth.

October, 2008

Glade backers: Project likely delayed

Backers of the Glade Reservoir project say they're confident the water-supply project will win federal approval, but they are now expecting that approval to come sometime next year instead of by the end of 2008. More

September, 2008

Glade foes rip survey

Opponents of Glade Reservoir on Monday ripped a recent survey that indicated broad public support for the reservoir and the proposed Northern Integrated Supply Project. More

1986 deal complicates Glade issue

An agreement about the Poudre River made 22 years ago is causing ripples in the current controversy over Glade Reservoir. More

Poll shows strong support for Glade

BERTHOUD - Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project has widespread support among Larimer County and Fort Collins residents, according to survey results released Friday. More

Anti-Glade group touts alternative

Northern Colorado’s growing cities can get the water they need at less cost and without the environmental impacts of building Glade Reservoir, according to a group of Glade opponents.
County raises questions about Glade

The Larimer County commissioners agreed Tuesday to beef-up their formal comments on Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project but declined to take a stand on the controversial water-storage proposal. More

Northern Water challenges city's conclusions on NISP

Proponents of Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project are taking issue with the city of Fort Collins' take on the proposal. More

Commissioners split on Glade

Fort Collins' view of Glade Reservoir and the proposed Northern Integrated Supply Project is not likely to spill over to the Larimer County commissioners. More

City Council blasts Glade

The proposed Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project received a unanimous thumbs down Tuesday from the Fort Collins City Council. More

August, 2008

Anti-Glade cause gets help

Weeks before the Save the Poudre Coalition will present its argument to the public against Glade Reservoir, the organization's supporters received encouragement from a national supporter of their cause. More

July, 2008

Glade opponents out in force
Opponents of Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project turned out in force Wednesday to urge the Larimer County commissioners to oppose the controversial project.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbc...080709/NEWS01/807090329" more»

County boards want more info from Glade EIS

An environmental study of Glade Reservoir and the NISP needs to dig deeper into the project's potential impacts on natural resources, transportation and land use, Larimer County officials say.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbc...080709/NEWS01/807090329" more»

More time granted for Glade input

The public comment period on a draft Environmental Impact Statement for Glade Reservoir and the Northern Integrated Supply Project has been extended 45 days.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbc...080703/NEWS01/807030350" more»

June, 2008

Greeley turns Glade tables

A change of venue produced a different turnout for a public hearing on a draft Environmental Impact Statement on the controversial Northern Integrated Supply Project, or NISP.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbs...06200344" more»

Corps' Peter key to Glade decision

The future of the Poudre River could run through Chandler Peter.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbc...06190394" more»

Pro vs. con: Glade meeting divided

A hearing Tuesday on the proposed Northern Integrated Supply Project and Glade Reservoir turned into two hearings.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbc...06180002" more»

Glade debate packs house

Nearly 300 people from around the state attended the first of three public hearings Monday night at the Hilton Fort Collins on the proposed Northern Integrated Supply Project, which would
include building Glade Reservoir north of Ted's Place.

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080617/NEWS01/806170334" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080616/NEWS01/806160326"Poudre flow key to Glade debate

With warm temperatures melting mountain snowpack, the river's flow is near its anticipated peak for the season, according to data collected at a U.S. Geological Survey stream gauge near Lincoln Street. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080616/NEWS01/806160326"more»


Glade Reservoir's impact on the Poudre River and Fort Collins could be more significant than a $6 million environmental study indicates, according to a preliminary city analysis of the document. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080608/NEWS01/806080336" more»

May, 2008

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080519/NEWS01/805190327"Glade could cover history


http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080512/NEWS01/805120324/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02"Lakeside property welcome

Glade Reservoir might change Larimer County's landscape but it's not likely to change Dee Barger's life - at least not much. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080512/NEWS01/805120324/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080507/NEWS01/805070323/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02"Fort Collins City Council OKs funds to review Glade study

The city of Fort Collins will spend $750,000 studying the proposed Northern Integrated Supply Project and an accompanying 702-page draft Environmental Impact Statement released last week detailing the water project. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080507/NEWS01/805070323/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080506/NEWS01/805060335/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02"Corps briefs Larimer County officials on Glade EIS
Larimer County officials Monday received their first taste of what will be a flood of information about Glade Reservoir and an environmental analysis that will decide its fate. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080506/NEWS01/805060335/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080504/NEWS01/805040339/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02">Northern Colorado water plans impacting each other

Building Glade Reservoir could have far-reaching impacts on other regional water projects, including long-standing proposals by the cities of Fort Collins and Greeley. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080504/NEWS01/805040339/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080501/NEWS01/805010399/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02">Glade study disputed

Projected reductions in the Poudre River's flow through Fort Collins in a federal analysis of a new reservoir took both sides of the debate by surprise. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080501/NEWS01/805010399/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

April, 2008

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080430/NEWS01/804300325/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02">Glade would slurp up Poudre River

The proposed Glade Reservoir would reduce the Poudre River's flow through Fort Collins by 71 percent in May and more than half as runoff peaks in June, according to an in-depth federal environmental analysis of the project. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080430/NEWS01/804300325/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080430/NEWS01/804300327/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02">Glade would bring $17 million in recreation options; could sink Fort Collins kayak park

The proposed Glade Reservoir would create more than $17 million worth of boating, fishing, camping and other recreation options annually, even as the project would significantly reduce flows of the Poudre River through Fort Collins, according to a federal analysis. http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080430/NEWS01/804300327/1002/CUSTOMERSERVICE02" more»

http://www.coloradoan.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080430/OPINION01/804300319">Science, data key to Glade Reservoir discussion
Our View Editorial: Coloradoan staff

Glade project is most practical solution to water needs

Soapbox: Eric Wilkinson, Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District

Endangered Poudre River lies in best place to live

Soapbox: Mark Easter, Save the Poudre Coalition

Glade sets battle for Poudre's future

Both sides of a debate over the controversial Glade Reservoir expect a key federal agency to support the plan in a long-awaited document that should spark the next round in the fight over the Poudre River.

Plan would require major road work

The proposed Glade Reservoir is more than a water project; it's also a major road project.

Controversy has followed river

Taking water from the Poudre River has been a source of controversy since it started in 1860 with a small diversion near LaPorte known as the Yeager Ditch.

Water law coming into play

Colorado's complex system for appropriating water - which was shaped in part by disputes over Poudre River water - will come into play if Glade Reservoir is built.

Some say project will boost area recreation

One of the selling points for Glade Reservoir offered by its proponents is its potential for recreation.

Opinions mixed on price tag